





Interstitials: How the ‘Bits in Between’ Define the Programmes
John Ellis

At the end of 1994, I was producing a series of ten-minute dramas for BBC Two, French Cooking in Ten Minute,​[1]​ based on the classic cookery book by Edouard de Pomiane. On the first day of shooting, our BBC executive producer communicated the latest management edict: all programmes were to be reduced in length by one minute to allow for more promotional material. This, apparently, was to be applied no matter what the commissioned length of a programme, even a ten minute one that specified its duration in its title. In retrospect, this was the moment when the BBC, a public service broadcaster, decided to participate in a decisive shift that was taking place in the nature of commercial broadcast TV. Interstitials were becoming more important, literally eating into programmes. The most extreme development of this trend is the erosion of slot length on the US commercial networks. A programme made for an hour slot now lasts less than three quarters of an hour. The Fox series House (2004 – present) ran for forty-four minutes in 2010. This makes for some odd effects when such programmes are shown on a BBC channel with no advert breaks, or indeed watched on DVD or online. The series 24 (2001-10) relies on the fiction that it unrolls in real time, yet, made for a channel with breaks, it runs at forty-three to forty-four minutes when watched on DVD. Perhaps it should have been retitled 18 for the DVD release. Even when shown on commercial channels outside the US, 24 usually fails to maintain its equivalence of broadcast time with dramatic time, since if it starts on the hour, it will finish two or three minutes before, leading into an advertising break. In the US, most network break patterns are now radically different to practice in many other markets. The changeover moment at the top of the hour is too important for the broadcaster. To maintain viewer attention, the end of one show and the beginning of the next run up against each other. In other markets, the break at the top of the hour is still maintained. 
These abbreviations of programming are not simply the result of erosion by commercials: interstitials take many forms. So what are interstitials, and why are they important, not only to the commercial health of broadcasters but also to our experience of TV? Few dedicated studies exist on the topic, the most cogent being Catherine Johnson’s study of television branding practice (2011, see in particular chapter 5). Interstitials are anything from broadcaster identifications (idents) to spot adverts, programme trailers, announcements, sponsorship ‘bumpers’, theme night packaging: anything, in fact, that cannot be classified as a ‘programme’.​[2]​  An unreflecting view sees them as an annoyance or an interruption, to be avoided especially if they have been seen before. I argue that interstitials have a key role for current viewers. They show how television regards itself (its brands); how it wants its programmes to be read (the trailers); and how good it could be if only it had budget and time (the commercials as aspirational production values). Interstitials, in short, are a series of distillations of television, and an internal meta-commentary on ordinary TV. In a world of multiple media opportunities, interstitials are little instruction manuals on how to read TV. In the future, then, interstitials will be the material which enables future generations to understand archival programmes as historical evidence. In the present moment, trailers and idents attract viewers; in the future, they will be the means of decoding the programmes of the past.

What is an interstitial? 

The growth of interstitials cannot be attributed simply to growth in airtime sold for commercials, as the BBC example shows.​[3]​ Spot advertisements and sponsor ‘messages’ are an established feature of most broadcasting markets, forming the largest single blocks of interstitials. Some channels intersperse spot commercials with their idents, a practice that, in the UK, goes back to the beginnings of commercial broadcasting in 1955 with an ident called ‘sunburst’ created by one of the first ITV companies to go on air, Associated Rediffusion. Spot commercials are freestanding and are usually edited together in no particular order. Some advertisers jostle for attention by buying particular positions in an ad-break; by inserting hyper-short reminders of their main ad; and even by buying out the whole break and making a special short film to fill it. The sponsor message is a relatively recent development in the UK but was present from the outset in the US. It often takes the form of ‘bumpers’ into and out of the sponsored show, and so are often made as a linked series of fifteen second cameos that can develop a narrative progression of their own. For example, the sponsors of feature films on Film 4 in the UK in 2010 developed a series of bumpers which tell the story of Little Red Riding Hood.   
Increasing competition between broadcast channels has prompted the growth of other forms of interstitials: trails, announcements, promos, and channel idents. Early broadcasting, with its frequent technical problems, used a live studio announcer to ease viewers through the flow (and the holdups) of an evening’s broadcasting and these presenters often became major celebrities, the public faces of the otherwise faceless broadcaster. Live presenters can still be found, mainly stitching together programme ‘zones’ for the young (for example, children’s broadcasting or such as Channel 4’s T4 aimed at 16-34 year olds) or for high-profile special themed evenings. Mainly, however, their role has been relegated to that of voice-over announcements,​[4]​ and their on-screen space has been taken up by promotional material of various kinds. Channels promote their upcoming programmes with trails (which reveal some of the content) and teasers (which do not). Channels promote themselves by showcasing their ‘best’ material - their most spectacular and familiar images in montages of plenty with feel-good music. Channel idents have developed into sophisticated, brief and often enigmatic commercials which somehow incarnate the channel’s brand. Catherine Johnson points out the market-specific nature of these developments, with channel idents being far more important in the UK than the US (Johnson, 2011). 
Spot commercials and the various kinds of trails, announcements, promos and idents form the two major categories of interstitial materials in television’s ‘between’ space. A third category of interstitials are not strictly interstitial at all. These are the materials which invade programmes, and the elements within programmes that might be better considered as interstitials. Title sequences have all the hallmarks of interstitials. They are short, synoptic, often repeated and high budget. Programme credits also have some of the same hallmarks. There is a difficult borderline between the interstitial and the textual if the textual is understood as ‘the programme’. Title and credit sequences gesture towards the fact that the individual programme has to be considered as part of a larger series whole, telling the viewer that the individual programme is not a totally self-contained identity, and has no particular finality to its meaning (see Gray, 2010, chapter 2). However, the title sequence itself, along with the theme tune, is a disappearing entity except on premium channels in the US market, at least.​[5]​ The title sequence is becoming the audiovisual equivalent of hardback binding on a book, denoting quality, seriousness of intent and the buyer’s willingness to pay more. In the US, the new top-of-the-hour rush into the next programme has virtually extinguished the title sequence. The first stage of this process was the creation of pre-credit sequences, which gave a quick synopsis of previous episodes (‘previously on . . .’), a creation of the multichannel environment in US broadcasting at the start of the 1980s. These were a new form of interstitial at the time: something that was part of the programme but also not part of the programme, a kind of metadata, bringing previous episodes back from the past into fleeting recall (Mittel, 2009). Often they reach back several episodes or even into previous series. To reasonably regular viewers they prefigure the week’s plot developments and featured characters. For new viewers they provide an initial orientation. Until recently in the US, and still elsewhere, these pre-credit montages lead into a title sequence, displaying the main selling points of the show (the stars and their names), and setting a tone. The title sequences of the 1980s series Dallas (1978-91) and Dynasty (1981-9) are canonical: both associate their stars with the mise-en-scene which is most closely associated with their roles.  
Recently, the title sequence has begun to disappear, replaced with a simple sting. This has reached its apogee on US network television, where commercial breaks within the shows are crucial in providing structure to fictional series (apart from those on commercial-free premium channels like HBO and Showtime). A series like Desperate Housewives (2004 – present) had a complex title sequence for its first few seasons starting in 2004. By 2009 this had become a single title sting, often some ten minutes into the programme where it would be the lead back into the show from the first major break. Instead of a title sequence, extensive credits are superimposed over the opening scenes of the programme, detailing cast and major production credits. The drama gains an extra minute or even more by this elimination; the show loses the important identifier of Danny Elfman’s music and the cultural marker of the title sequence’s animated transformations of old master paintings.  
Something is happening in the textual borderlands:  interstitials are increasingly ‘invading’ programmes themselves, through the erosion of clearly delineated title sequences and on-screen credit elements. The class of interstitials that was once ‘internal’ to programmes has changed in form, sharing their screen with added visual layers, stings and trails, and their aural space with announcements. Linear broadcast television requires that any metadata (e.g. details of cast, crew and copyright) is displayed as data within the programme. Displayed at the end of a programme, this metadata creates a problem for broadcasting organizations which would prefer to push the broadcast flow onwards, hoping to continue to engage the viewer of the broadcast stream so they do not switch channels. So when end credits roll, many broadcasters insert their own trailers or voice-over announcements. Channel 4’s instructions to its suppliers specifies exactly the format: ‘Channel 4 will cover the right hand side of the screen with an information panel’ and ‘Background audio will be dipped live on transmission’ (note that title music has been demoted to ‘background audio’ here) (Channel 4, 2009). The maximum length of any credits is twenty-five seconds for an hour slot. End credits are a problem because they refer to the past rather than the future, even if it is the very immediate past of the show just watched. Broadcast professionals and production companies insist on credits as they advertise their roles. There is a history of tension between broadcasters, their suppliers and their creative teams over the erosion of end credits. In the UK, both PACT (representing production companies) and the Royal Television Society (representing professionals) have made complaints about the illegibility of end credits in the current broadcast regime of the UK. 
Interstitials can therefore be found within programmes as well as around them. They constitute a class of television output rather than a genre. They consist of messages or declarations addressed to the viewer from outside the diegetic worlds of fiction or the discourses of news, documentary and factuality. They consist of metadata about both the programme of the moment and the future plans of the broadcaster. They bring together the past and future of broadcasting within its present moment. In addition to this metadata function, other forms of interstitial come from agencies beyond the world of broadcasting who are given conditional access to broadcasting: the advertisers, the sponsors and the government in the form of its public service announcements. This is a whole class of television output: heterogeneous, but occupying a distinct position in relation to the other class of television that is programmes of whatever genre. Sometimes interstitials overlap with or invade programmes. Interstitials make up a class that we have to learn to distinguish. One of the problems of arriving in a new television culture is that of learning how the interstitials work - what they are trying to tell you; how they interlace with the programmes; how they shape the spaces that the programmes occupy; and how they build anticipation and delay into the development of those programmes. It can take an appreciable amount of time to become a skilled viewer as a result.

Interstitials as a class of television output
 
The interstitial class is characterized above all by its ability to avoid the meaningful association between any of its units. We expect, desire and construct meaningful associations between the different scenes of fictional and factual programmes and even news broadcasts. Fiction depends on this practice for its emotional effect; factual material for its power to explain and to involve. But when it comes to the breaks, we abandon any such practice of viewing. One thirty-second commercial follows another with no interplay between them: commercials in turn for automobiles, accident cover, medical treatment, and legal services can follow each other without generating a narrative or any effects of irony. No meanings are generated from accidental collisions in a sequence of interstitials, even of the same kind. Although each interstitial will use montage, often of an advanced kind, there seems to be no possibility of generating any montage effect between them, despite their brevity. As viewers, we hold interstitials apart from each other, knowing their separation, ignoring their potential to generate more meanings. We recognize them as objects whose existence is bound up with repetition not combination. We expect to see them again, but in a different order, and their repetition is tolerated far more than the repetition of television programmes.    
Interstitials stand out from programmes because they are designed for multiple repetition in the same broadcast space. Programmes can be given multiple broadcasts in different channels; interstitials are designed for multiple repetition in the same channel space and in close temporal proximity to each other. They stand out from the flow of ordinary television for that reason. Commercials in particular also exhibit a textual density that would be impossible to achieve in the linear narratives of programmes. Designed to be seen again and again, they are able to yield their meanings slowly. Some can seem obscure on first viewing, requiring knowledge of how they end before their beginnings become even comprehensible. Some use a subtle and sly humour which ‘grows on you’, or can be appreciated after a while for the sheer panache of its delivery. This is a key aspect of the commercial whose repetition is intrinsic to its appeal; the details of its execution can be relished on repeated viewing (which also helps them to ‘go viral’ on YouTube).​[6]​ Commercials for big ticket items like cars become exhibitions of visual pleasure which, perhaps, is meant to invoke driving pleasure. Much use is made of complex or evocative music, which seems to bear more repetition than visual material.
Commercials are allusive, synoptic and dense. They are often excessive in relation to norms set by programmes, norms both of production values and ability to generate meaning. Commercials for national and international brands incarnate the production values to which programmes merely aspire.  Commercials have been a feature of broadcasting since its early years, and they seem to have functioned within the system as one of the drivers towards increased production values and visual complexity (Caldwell, 1995; Lury, 2005). Through the history of television, commercials have functioned just as much to sell lifestyles as any particular product. Commercials educated their viewers in consumption, redefining needs in terms of products and desires in terms of consumption activities (for a classic exploration of this aspect of TV, see Spigel, 1992). In one sense, both the programmes and adverts of television in the era of scarcity were exploring ways of living with consumption. As many critics have noted, the history of TV advertising can be seen as the progressive development and refinement of desire, introducing ever greater levels of product differentiation (see Butler, 2007, pp. 388-444; Dunnett, 1990; Silverstone, 1994, p. 104). Early commercials strike the modern viewer as strange not only because of their modest production values. Rather they are strange because the products advertised are so basic: generic soaps rather than the myriad of cleaning products we have today. Without television commercials, it is doubtful that we would have reached the pitch of civilization that requires a different cleaner for each domestic eventuality, even if they are made from the same small range of ingredients plus perfumes.  
This huge work of differentiation of product and desire for products implies two aspects of textual work. The first is an activity of explanation (‘this is what this product can do’) and the other is an activity of aestheticization. Commercials, and indeed interstitials more generally, are deeply concerned with the generation of a sense of beauty. This is the reason why they stand out from the TV that surrounds them, and why they have greater production values. It also enables viewers to watch and enjoy the most stylish commercials even when they have no intention of buying the products. Interstitials often identify beauty in the mundane, from the impossible perfection of their domestic interiors to the sheen on the product label. Their repeatability depends on the attainment of a few seconds of textual perfection (‘not a hair out of place’). Any faltering, and bloopers, will become glaringly obvious to even the most distracted viewer after a few exposures. So the vast majority of interstitials, channel idents and trailers as well as commercials, have more resources per minute poured into their creation than the surrounding programmes. They can be said to set aspirational standards for programmes, in terms of the elegance and perfection of their images. Quality drama programming will seek to emulate the ‘look’ of advertising, but will often set a different, more contemplative, pace to its action in order to differentiate itself. The graphic visual language of idents similarly sets the standard for the graphic packages adopted by gameshows, variety and talk shows. Many interstitials are more spectacular in their displays of graphical virtuousity. Channel idents are often produced in sets around a theme, and their use on any one night will be varied to give a sense of difference with an overall unity. BBC One uses a series of spectacular circles produced from movements of people and animals; Channel 4 ‘discovers’ its iconic 4 logo in the momentary assemblages of objects within a moving view (Fanthome, 2007). Bravo in the US has adopted an explicit ident system which selects keywords from a mini-lexicon to define the particular experiences on offer. In their search for beauty, interstitials often present a vision of television as it could be . . . if only it were even more costly than it already is.
Interstitials in themselves are synoptic, allusive, spectacular. Grouped together they do not generate any sense of sequence; they are merely a succession of different items. Yet groups of interstitials have an important structuring function. They provide the patterns of anticipation and fulfillment to the experience of watching TV. This is why their increased presence on most channels has brought about the atrophying of the title sequence. In fact, the placing of commercials has long since impacted on the construction of TV shows of all kinds. They provide the opportunity for in-episode cliffhangers and powerfully mark the passing of time within fictions as 24 made explicit. Non-fiction formats have developed their own in-programme interstitial announcements: ‘after the break’, ‘coming up’, ‘in a moment’, ‘next time’. The airwaves and cables are thick with promises of more to come, pacing the pleasures of entertainment and stimulating the curiosity of the factual. These lead-ins to commercial breaks are increasingly complemented by lead-ins to the programmes in some formats, especially now that commercial breaks consist not only of adverts but also of trailers for future programmes. It is often necessary to ‘welcome back’ viewers to the programme, to emphasize that the present moment of the broadcast stream has returned. The groups of interstitials within programme breaks tend to project the viewer into the future: the future of consumption both of advertised products and of television shows themselves. Time perspectives expand in the breaks, producing further anticipations than those that are already implicit in the narrative of the programme. Often there can be an explicit prediction of what will happen ‘after the break’, especially in interview or talkshow formats where the presenter turns to camera to make such a prediction of upcoming content. The future-facing nature of the interstitials has the important effect of intensifying the present-moment currency of the programme. By contrast, the interstitials demonstrate that the programme itself belongs to the present moment. The programme is now and is current; the interstitials, by contrast, address a hypothetical future. Groups of interstitials have two important functions in relation to programmes: they provide a structure which allows for a viewing experience of anticipation and fulfillment, and they also frame the currency of the programme as the imagined ‘live’ presence of broadcasting.

Trails and other user guides

If one division of the interstitial class (the adverts) has historically specified how to act as a consumer, then another division (trailers and idents) is now specifying how to act as a consumer of television. Trailers pick out key moments from programmes, and in doing so they define a number of vectors of significance. They will identify who the leading stars or faces are, including any special appearances. They may inscribe indicators of the programme’s generic status and the important or novel aspects of its format. So in their attempt to parade the most marketable aspects of the programme, they provide condensed definitions of the market. Anything from the career status of a star to the state of a genre like reality TV can be judged from a study of trailers. Trailers will also summarize programmes, pointing to the crucial plot developments that are currently taking place in a series, or giving highly explicit summaries of the state of play in series like Britain’s Got Talent (2007 – present) and Strictly Come Dancing (2004 – present) (‘will X survive this week?’). Finally, the trailers pitch the mood of their programme to potential audiences. They excite emotions that often remain unrequited, provoking anger, fear or righteous indignation, and then direct the viewer to the programme for the development and fulfillment of these emotions. They stimulate curiosity, emphasizing the enigmatic or mysterious qualities of both factual and fictional programming. Because they are interstitials, they also tend to emphasize the spectacular, high-budget aspects of any given series. In television markets that perceive themselves as crowded or highly competitive, trails are important in attracting attention to a series, and to making certain that it is placed before its key demographic segments. Trails also ‘leak out’ to (or, more likely, are deliberately placed on) sites like YouTube and more specialist venues, taking television’s values and definitions beyond its own confines. 
Trails distill programmes into their most appealing essentials, defined by the tastes of the market into which they are pitched. So they act as definers as well as marketing devices. Indeed, many channels now self-promote, offering super-trailers which define the whole channel experience, or promote the new season’s most important attractions. ITV1 has experimented with a cross between the channel ident and the trailer, using their key contract stars to lend their faces and bodies to attempts to define what is specific about the channel. Despite their growing importance within the system, trailers have an ephemeral life within the TV industry, even more so than commercials. It is extremely difficult to get hold of old trails for shows, whereas there is now a thriving quasi-commercial circulation of commercials and idents. Yet trailers as definers of the specific experiences offered by television have a growing value. Their value is not purely historical: as television finds a new place among the growing range of moving image and sound media, it may well lose its taken-for-granted status. This status means that, currently, television’s genres, its ways of structuring series, and the nature of its viewing experiences are known by virtually everyone. Television has evolved, but it is still television. We still watch television on TV screens: bigger, flatter, with colour and superior sound reproduction, yes, but still TV screens. We have more channels, but we still have channels. We still watch TV predominantly in our everyday living spaces for entertainment and information. We still multitask whilst doing so. But this line of development is now being disrupted. Television is mutating away from these practices of use and consumption. The result of current developments may well be that we are offered not so much better TV as different TV. In the future, potential viewers will increasingly need induction into the rules of genres like the sitcom, the nature of open-ended multi-stranded narratives, and even the specific ways of watching that attach to them. Many forms of interstitials provide such ‘user guides’.   
New means of access, particularly the internet, are also providing access to archival TV. These new means of delivery, as well as historical distance, will increase the problems in understanding and appreciating television material. In future, it will be necessary to define not only what something meant, but how it was watched. Trailers can do this: where researchers are able to get access to historic trailers (though DVD extras in some cases), then their interpretive function can be important. Television material is beginning to present researchers with substantial problems of interpretation, not only for students of TV. Increasing availability will mean that new users will appear, wanting to use archival TV material for purposes ranging from historical illustration to data-mining. They will have to understand the status of what they are dealing with, the purpose for which it was made. Old television is losing the transparency that it once had for its original viewers and anyone who had an ‘insider’s’ intimate knowledge of its time. After almost seventy years of history, rising generations have little immediate empathy with much of the television material from the early years. Genres have mutated beyond recognition, or have almost disappeared from the canon. References to contemporary events, personalities and mores are now obscure. The pace is ‘off’; the visual regimes seem simplistic; the conversation seems stilted and the accents are quaint. Patient contextualization is often needed to develop a real enjoyment and understanding of these programmes. Trailers both condense and define programmes, providing both a snapshot of how they were regarded at the time, and a summary of their main features as texts. They are a meta-language every bit as powerful as the written cataloguing data that accompanies archival TV material. And they can be more powerfully evocative.





^1	 Notes BBC Two, April-May 1995, dir David Giles, sc Nick Cooper 6 x 9 minutes. <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzjyfqPe7ZE> 
^2	  Channel 4’s delivery requirements for independent producers lists sixteen different types that producers might deliver as forms of presentation for its channels alone. The final category is ‘Any other taped presentation TX material, which does not constitute a programme or commercial’ (Channel 4, 2010).
^3	  When broadcasting in the UK, the BBC shows no commercials as it is financed from a licence fee. BBC World and similar non-UK services designed for international markets do carry commercials.
^4	  This seemed a revolutionary gesture in 1982 when Channel 4 decided to launch with no on-screen announcers, just voices. 
^5	  David Simon’s Treme (2010 – present) and Mark Olsen and Will Scheffer’s Big Love (2006-11) on HBO have title elaborate sequences. AMC’s Mad Men (2007 – present) has a title sequence that evokes the movie credits of Saul Bass. Some cinema films have also dispensed with title sequences, but the tendency is not universal.  
^6	  Honda’s ‘Cog’ commercial made for the UK market is an example. By the beginning of 2011 it has been viewed 1,311,127 times on YouTube, and has its own very detailed Wikipedia entry. The editorial discussion about this article includes interesting musings about the correct way to designate the title, through italics (implying that it is a short film) or with inverted commas (implying that it belongs to another class of audiovisual text. Bibliography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